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A QUANTUM SPIN MODEL WITH UNSTABLE
STATIONARY STATES
*. Bratislava
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cnHHOBAJI KBAIITOBAJI MO.llEJIb C HECTAIiHJIbHblMH
CTAUHOHAPHblMH COcrOJlHHJlMH
nOCTpOeHa TO'lHO pewaeMall

MOJlenb KBaHm80H peUleT'IamH

CHCTeMblC 6ecKoHe'l-

HblM 'IHcnOM CTeneHeH CBo60Jlbl H C KOHe'lHbIM p3JIHYCOMB:JaHMoJleHCTBHlI.CYll\eCTBYIOTCTallHoHapHble cocmllHHlI CHCTeMbl 6e3 mm,

'ITo6bl OHH lIBnllnHCb BbmYKnblMH

KOM6HHallHlIMH KMC H OCHOBHblXCocmllHHH. nOKa3aHo. 'ITO nnll 60nbwHx BpeMeH
(1-+00) sce nOKanbHble B03MYll\eHHlI TaKoro CocmllHHlI npHBOJllIT K COCTOllHHlIM,
MaKpocKonH'IeCKH OTnH'IaIOIl\HMClI OT nep80Ha'lanbHbIX.

I. INTRODUCTION

Metastable phenomena occurring in macroscopic system (e.g. overheated liquid
in a bubble chamber) are not well understood from the point of view of dynamical
laws of quantum mechanics. The number of microscopic degrees of freedom of
systems exhibiting some kind of metastability (or irreversibility) is very large.
Rigorous mathematical analysis of the behaviour of "realistic" systems consisting
of many microscopic constituents is a difficult problem. A simple solvable model is
constructed in this paper to demonstrate a "theoretical possibility" of dynamical
description of systems with metastable states in the framework of quantum
mechanics of big systems. It is a model of an infinite chain of II2-spins with a finite
range translationally invariant interactions.
The language of a quasilocal C·-algebra ~( describing the·system as the algebra
of all its observables is used. ~(==~L is the norm closure of an algebra ~L of local
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quantities: ~IL==

U
~lx,
x

where ~lx are algebras describing finite subsystems of the

system. The algebras ~lx are, in our case, algebras of all linear operators in finite
dimensional Hilbert space. Hence, the C*-inductive limit ~l of the net of algebras
~lx is simple. The convex set of states g'(~l) ~l* is the set of all positive normalized
linear functionals on ~ and ~l* is the dual of the Banach space ~l. For wEg'(~I),
XE~L and w(X*X) = 1, the state wx, wAy)==w(x*yx)
forYE~I, is called a local
perturbation of the state w. The time evolution of the system is described by
a strongly continuous one-parameter group of *-automorphisms T,Eaut ~l and the
time evolution of the initial state w is given by
T~W(X)==w'(X)==W(T,x),
xEA, WEg'(~l).

c

A stationary state w fulfils T~W = w for all tER.
We are interested in the behaviour of states T~W~==W~for t_oo, where WOis
are its local
a certain stationary state (called here the vacuum state) and w~ (XE~L)
perturbations. The state WOis a stationary state, which is neither a ground state nor
a KMS-state and is extremal (pure) in g'(~l) (compare [3], where such states were
not known). The limits w* - limw~ == Wx Eg'(A) for some xE~IL exist and are
disjoint from w~. (All the states wo, w~ and w~ for all tER are pure and mutually
equivalent)'. The limits Wx are not defined in g'(~l) for all xE~IL, since for some x.
and y the functions w~(y) are almost periodic in tER (in the strong sense).
Oscillations of the functions w~(y) are unimportant, as will be shown in Sec. IV.,
from the point of view of macroscopic quantities of the system (hence, also from
. the thermodynamical point of view). The locally fluctuating states w~ converge,
however, to partial states on certain smaller C*-algebras '{{ ~l. The partial
contains all the
description of the infinite system by such a subalgebra '{{
information concerning global (macroscopic) quantities of the system (we need not
distinguish here between "observables at infinity" and "macroscopic observables",
compare [2]). The limits Wx identified with the above mentioned partial states can
be classified by values of some macroscopic observables. It will be proved that the
initial perturbed vacuum state w~ is macroscopically different from all the Wx
(XE~L' w~ WO). The stationary state WOis unstable, in the just mentioned sense,
with respect to all local perturbations.

c

c~

=I=-

11. BASIC PROPERTIES OF THE MODEL

The algebra of observables ~l is the C*-inductive limit of the net of local a1gebras
X are arbitrary finite subsets of the set Z of all integers with
the partial ordering given by the set inclusion. ~lx is the C*-algebra generated by
112-spin creation and annihilation operators a-;;', am (mEX) satisfying the commutation relations

~x, where the indices

') For definitions of technical terms see, e.g. [3] and [1].
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[a. , a,,,] = [a; , am 1 = 0 for

k=l=

m, a~1= O~

(1)

(k, mEZ)

and a;' is the adjoint of am.
Let the vacuum state be defined by

= 0 for all kEZ.

W"E~('i'l): w"(a;a.)

(2)

This state describes the spin chain with all spins "pointing down" or, in the lattice
gas interpretation, the lattice with all sites free of particles. If in some state w there
is w(a;'am) = I, we say that the m-th site in the lattice is occupied (equivalently, the
m-th spin is pointing up). The simplicity of 'illimplies that the GNS-representation
corresponding to the state w" is faithful. It is easily seen that (2) defines
unambiguously a pure state. Hence, the vacuum representation (i.e. the GNS-representation obtained from the vacuum state w") is also-irreducible. To simplify
notations we shall identify the algebra ']1 with the range of its vacuum representation. Let '!J'denotes the Hilbert space of this representation (called sometimes the
Fock space) and let Q"E'!J' be the vacuum vector with the property

w"(x) = (Q", xQ") for all XE'](.

(3)

The symbol (Q, Q') denotes the scalar product of the vectors Q and Q' in '!J',linear
in the second variable Q'. Clearly '!J'= '](Q" due to the cyclicity of Q" and the
irreducibility of the representation. Define
(4)

.-2
Hu .• )=

~

hm•

(5)

m=j+1

The time evolution of our system is given in a usual manner [4] 'as a strongly
continuous one-parameter group I;Eaut 9( defined as the strong limit of a sequence
of local automorphism groups .:"):

(6n)
(6)
Since hmQ" = 0 for all mEZ, the state w" is stationary
representation we can write

and In the vacuum
(6a)

and

HQ"=O
for certain selfadjoint operator

H

in '!J'.

(6b)

Let

,

Qx E CI1'be

Xc Z

defined for all finite

by
(7)

The vectors Qx form an orthonormal basis in CI1'(with Q"= QlI, 0 is the symbol for
the empty set). Let'fj be the linear space of all finite complex linear combinations
of vectors Qx. 'fj is norm-dense in CI1'.Let H be a symmetric linear operator with the
initial domain 'fj formally given by
(8)
Since hmQx = 0 for m4;X, the operator H is well defined on 'fj and it is not difficult·
to see that 'fj is H-inyariant:
(9)
Each vector Qx can be written in the form
(10)

where

is an r-tuple of integers with kj+,>kj+l
and·
with O<mj<kj+1-kj
for j=l,
2, .", r-l,·
and m, > O. Let 'fjlkI. C 'fj be the linear space spanned by all the vectors (10) with
. fixed [kJ, and let CI1'lkl.
be the closure of 'fjlkl.. Then we have
[kJ==[kJ,=={k1,

[mJ==[mJ,=={m

••

m2,

k2,

••• ,

••• ,

k,}

m,}cZ+

=

(11)

CI1' (±) CI1'lk
I.'
Ikl.

where the direct sum of Hitbert spaces is taken over all "permitted" r-tuples [k] as
specified above and over all nonnegative integers r. As a consequence of
definitions we have

,

HQ,([kJ,

[mJ)=

where k,+1 == + 00. The operators
Similarly we get

LH(kl.kl+,lQ,([kJ,

j=1

H(k;.k;+'l

[mJ),

(12)

occurring in (12) mutually commute.
(13)

Let

CI1'N(NEZ+U(

+ 00)) be the Hilbert space spanned by the vectors
(14)

with m = 1, 2, ... , N. Define a unitary mapping V([kJ,) of CI1'lkl.
onto the tensor
product
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,
&J§N,.where~=ki+,-ki-l
i-I

•.

N,=+oo

(15)

... ®Pm,.

(16)

by the relation
V([k],)

where [m] = {m ••

"'-2 •...•

.a,([k].

[m])

= Pm,®Pm2®

m, }. With the notation

(17)
we can write'
V([k],)

H(k/'kl+,).a,([k].

[m])

= Pm,® ...®Pml_' ®(HNJ3ml)®Pml+'

=

®...®Pm,.

(18)

and the action of H in CScan be expressed by the actions of HN in dense subspaces
of ~N (or equivalently. of ~.). The actions of HN in~. are given by the relations:
(19a)

HNPI =Pz
HNPm = Pm-.+ Pm+l.

m = 2.3 •...• N

(19b)
(19c)

H,J3N=PN-1
H,J3k =0

-1.

for

(19d)

k>N.

The relations (19a. b) 'are valid also for N = + 00. in which case we can write H
instead of H•. Now we are ready to prove
11. 1. Proposition.
The operator H defined by (8) on the domain CS is an

essentially selfadjoint operator, the closure of which is identical with the generator
H of 1; occurring in (6).
Proof. A direct sum of bounded essentially selfadjoint operators is an essentially
selfadjoint operator. For NeZ+u(

+ 00) and

K

P

L

= m-I CmPm(cmeC, K

< + 00)

we have from (19)
IIH,J311~211PII

(20a)

and (20a) combined with (12) and (18) implies
11
H.a 11~2r1lQII for all.aeCS'kl.·

(20b)

Relation (20b) together with (13) and (11) proves the essential selfadjointness of

H. To prove the convergence of (6n) for n-+ + 00 to the relation (6a) with.Hfrom
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(8) it suffices to prove n_+OO
lim lI[exp (itH) - exp (itH(-n.n»)] QII = 0 for all

QEC§

and

this is a consequence of (20b), (13), (11) and of the fact that H(-n.n) converges
strongly to H if restricted to the subspace ~Ikl,' q.e.d.
The unique selfadjoint extension of H from (8) is denoted by the same symbol
H. The explicit expression for the unitary group exp ( - itH) is derived in the next
section.
Ill. THE GREEN FUNCI10N

The matrix elements
(Qx, e-i,HQy) for all finite X;

YcZ

(21)

determine the automorphism group of our system. According to (12), (13), (16)
and (18) we have
[mD, e-i,HQ" ([k']'

(Qr([k],

[m/]))

==

r-l

_
Ji:)\
- Urr'V[k)lk')

(Rpm,'

e -iiH

R )
pm,,,

n
j=1

(RPm; ,

e-

(22)

ilHNi pm;'
R )•

Each matrix element (21) is of the form (22) and we have to calculate
(23)
and also the matrix elements
(24)
which coincide 'Yith (23) for N = + 00. To get the explicit form of (23) we shall
solve the eigenvalue problem for HN in the N-dimensional Hilbert space ~N' The
action of HN in ~N is given by (19a-c). Writing the eigenvector UE corresponding
to an eigenvalue E of HN in the form
N

UE

= m=l
L Cm (E)

Pm

(25)

we get the eigenvalue equation in the form
Ec1(E)

= c2(E)

Ecm(E)

= cm-1(E) + cm+1(E) for m = 2,3, ... , N -1

EcN(E)

= CN-1(E).

26a)
(26b)

Equations (26) give us the expressions
(27)
where U,,(z) are n-th order polynomials satisfying the recurrent relations
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U"+I(Z) = 2zU ••(z) - U ••-1(z),

Uo(Z) = 1,

U.(z) = 2z.

(28)

The unique solution of (28) is the sequence of the Tshebyshev polynomials of the
second kind:
Um-I(Z)

= si~s10(arccos
(m arccos Z).
z)

(29)

Using (27) and (28), equation (26c) is written in the form
U",,(E/2)

=0,

(30)

which si in fact the secular equation of the system (26). The expression (29) shows
that the solutions of (30) are
E

= Ej = 2 cos (1: 1) ,

j= 1, 2, ... , N.

Substitution of (31) into (27) and normalization of the eigenfunctions aj

(31)

= aEJ

gives

(32)
Let us introduce the almost periodic functions of zeR by
.r':Il(Z)

=Ni:

1 ~ exp [ - iz cos

(j: 1)] cos (m 1:1)'

which are integral sums for the Bessel functions
representation:

Jm(z)

(33)

in their Sommerfeld integral

(34)
Since

c/m=({Jm,

aj),

Ill. 1. Proposition.

the results (31) and (32) lead to the following statement:
The matrix elements (23) can be expressed in terms of (33)

by the formula
({Jm ,

e -itHH{J••) = ( - i)m-••.r:~
..(2t) - ( - i)m+••.r:l..(2t).

(35)

Proof. We obtain (35) by straightforward calculations using the completeness of
the orthonormal system {ajl in ~"'" q.e.d.
Expression for the matrix elements (24) might be obtained either by taking the
limit N -'+ + 00 in (35) or by another method without using the results for finite
subchains. The use of (35) gives the desired result immediately, since
Iim

H_+oo

.r:)(z) = Jm(z)

(36)

and the strong operator limit in ~ ~
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(37)

N-++<Xl

Hence, we have proved .
Ill. 2. Proposition.
The matrix elements (24) are given by
(Pm, e-;tHpn)

=(-

i)m-nJm_n(2/)

- ( - i)m+nJm+n(2/),

(38)

where Jm(z) are the Bessel functions.
The propositions 111.1.and Ill. 2. together with (22) give the explicit form of all
the matrix elements (21) and this expresses the Green function describing the time
evolution in our model.
111.3. Note. The formula (38) can be obtained directly from the known action of
+ 00 lead to the recurrent
relations for the matrix elements (Pn, HkPm) with the solution
H in <!J~ given in (19). The relations ( 19a, b) with IV =

(39)

0 only for nonnegative integers x. The power
The combinatorial numbers (;)
expansions of exp (i/B) and (39) give (38).
111.4. Proposition.
The spectrum of H consists of a simple eigenvalue 0 and an
absolutely continuous part.
Proof. It suffices to prove that the measures mQ on the· real line R,
=1=

mQ

(dz)=(Q,

PH

(dz) Q)

(40)

are absolutely continuous (a.c.) with respect to the Lebesgue measure for all Q:
(Q, QO)=O, Qe<!J. In (40) PH denotes the spectral measure of H. The vectors Qin
<!Jwith ma a.c. form an H-invariant closed subspace in <!Jand we have to prove the
a.c. of ma for all the Q=Qx(X=I=0)
only. The matrix element (21) with Y=Xis
a Fourier transform of such a measure. According to (22) and [5] (Proposition
IV. 1.) it suffices to prove that
(Pm, e-itHPm)

for all

= ocr/;) for

I~

00

with

b>

1

(41)

m> O. According to (38) and the recurrent relations for the Bessel functions
(42)

we have
(43)
A finite linear combination of the Bessel functions behaves for large I as
and (43) implies (41) with b = 3/2, q.e.d.
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IV. INSTABILITY OF THE VACUUM

We are interested here in the time evolution of local perturbations of the state COO
for large times, Le. we shall investigate the expressions
(46)
for 1-+ 00. Limits of expressions (46) for 1-+ 00 do not exist for all the YE~ and an
arbitrary XE'.'{L .
IV. I. An example. Let x=a~a~+2'
y=a~N
with N>2.
According to (22) we can write
, ()Y

COx

= (+a,

+ ~(l ,e i,HaNaN
+
-i,H
aN+2~t&
ea,

+aN+2~t&
+ ""0)

=

1(11
fJN,

el,-i'H"'fJ

)/2

which is an almost periodic funeticn of I (in the strong sense).
Take XE'.'{y in (46) and let (y] Z be the minimal set of the form {/I' + 1,
I, + 2, ... ,12 - 1, 12} containing Y. Denote by 2l[YI the C*-subalgebra of ~ generated by all the ~x with X n( y] = 0. Every element y of ~IYI is a norm-limit of local
elements from ~llyJn ~L • Each local element can be written in the form of a finite
linear combination of identify and of monomials

c

II

(47)
where all the KI + K2
a set of all states on

+ 1(, indices
9'lIY)'

m"

Define

Si'

Wry)(a~aJ)=O for j<ll(
WrYI(a~aJ)= 1 for

nk'

are mutually different. Let
by

~(21IY)

be

ciJrYIE~(21ry)

Y)=min {mimE Y},

j>/2(Y)=max

{mimE

Y}.

(48a)
(48b)

The definition (48) determines a unique pure state on the C*-algebra 2t[YI
(compare with the definition (2) of COO).
IV. 2. Proposition.
Restrictions of the states co; (XE~y)
to the algebra ~[Y)
converge for t _ 00 in the w*-topoJogy. .•. of 2t T YJ to the state wx E
E~(~IY):W
= wcoo+ (1- w) WrYJ. where w = IcoO(xW and the symbol 01°'denotes
here the vacuum state on 9\:, YI.
Proof. Let us write

xoo = CIaO + c20X with
Clearly

Cl

(OX,

00) = 0,

1c2/2=

1- w.

11

OX

11

= 1.

(49)

= COO(x)and
Ic.12=

w,

(50)

We get for (46) with the help of (49)
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(51)
According to Ill. 4. and (49) the two matrix elements of the operators exp ( ± itH)
occurring in (51) converge to zero as t approaches infinity. Hence, it suffices to
prove that
(52)
and for an arbiti"ary xe21y• Since the definition (48) is unambiguous it suffices to
prove the existence of all the limits in (52) and to prove the equality (52) for
y= a;aj (jeZ\[ Y]) only. In proving (52) we can take, moreover, only those y in
(52) which are monomials of the form (47). Since
Qx =

L c(X)

xcy

Qx with c(X)eC and c(0)=;=0,

(53)

we can write the matrix element (QX, l',yQX) in (52) as a finite linear combination
of the matrix elements

= L [(Q,,([k'],

[m']'

eitHyQ,([k],

[m"))).

(54)

[m"J

. (Q,([k],

[m")), e-itHQ,([k]'

[m)))]'

where we used the identification according to (10) and where
min(k;,

-1, max(k'" + m'", k, + m,):::;My).

kt)~II(Y)

(55)

The elements (54) can be nonvanishing (with X', Xc Y) only for such monomials
y of the form (47) (y e~m, y 1) which have all the indices mj, Si' nk > M Y) and if
there is an index [m"] in the sum in (54) such that
=1=

yQ,([k],

[m"))

= Q,([k],

(56)

[m"'))

for some [m"']. Due to (55) and the choice of y the r-tuples [m"] and [m'''] differ
one from another at most in the r-th component m,". For another choice of
a monomial y all the matrix elements (54) vanish and the limit in (52) exists: For
monomials ysatisfying (56) the matrix elements (54) have the form
_

t5".t5[kt]

°

[k]

,-1

L (Pm~,eitHyPm)(Pm, e-itHPmJ n t5m;mi·

m=l

j=l

(57)

If there is Kt + K3 =1= in the expression (47) for the monomial y, then the sum in
(57) is finite and according to (38) the limit of (57) for t~ 00 vanishes. A nonzero
limit of (57) might be obtained only for monomials ye~IYJ of the type
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K

Y

na;,a., (let s, <S2<

= ;=1

(58)

,.. <SK)'

For the s, < I, (y) elements (54) vanishes. In other cases (Le. s. > MY) a
substitution of (58) into (57) and a use of completness of {Pm} lead to the following
form of (54):
• -I
b",bWJlkl [bm'"", -

2:

m=1

(Pm~, ei,HPm) .

,-1
, (Pm, e-i,HPm;)]

n

'=1

(59)

bmim;,

The finite sum of (59) converges to zero and we have

I,Im ("

i:>t&x·,

eye
i,H

-i,H,,)
i:>t&x = Ux'x,
.£

(60)

which gives together with (49) and (53) the desired equality (52), q.e.d.
Let us define a sequence of local observables in 21 by

1
"
Y"=2 n +l.L
}=_" a;a"
Since

WO

and

WrYJEg'(~(y)

n=0,1,2,

...

(61)

are pure (hence primary) states and

(62)
an application of a simple lemma from [2] (Lemma 6) gives disjointness of the
states WO and Wry) for all finite Ye Z. The sequence y" in (61) is an example of
a "generalized observable" in the sense that the limit
w -limJr(Y,,)

==

y,..E[Jr(21)]"

(63)

exists in some nonzero representation Jr of the quasilocal algebra 21. Specifically,
the weak-operator limits (63) exist in GNS-representations induced by both WO and
Wry) and y,.. is a macroscopic quantity
in these representations (compare [2]).
According to (62) the states WO and Wry) are macroscopically different. These
considerations and the proposition IV. 2. show
IV. 3. Corollary.
Every local perturbation of the vacuum state WO evolves
spontaneously into a state macroscopicaJJy different from wo.
This expresses the instability of wo. Another unstable state of our system is the
state with all the sites in the lattice occupied (or, with all the spins pointing up).
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